Dear Stephen Mumberson!

We thank you for your contribution to the International charity action “The Art – to the Temple”. Your work was a part of the International Modern Art Exhibition, which took place in the Art Museum of Donetsk and lasted from 28.12.2004 till 23.01.2005, and at the Donetsk Commerce and Industry Chamber from 28.01.2004 till 11.02.2005. The exhibition was a great success among the visitors from different countries.

The action has been an important milestone in reviving the Ukrainian national charity tradition facilitating development of culture, population of modern art and education of younger generation.

The exhibition has united people who live in different parts of the world, speak various languages and confess different religions. 70 artists from 24 countries have sent their best works to take part in the action “The Art – to the Temple”.

The exhibition organizers:

Yours faithfully
The chairman of organizing committee of an exhibition

A. Troshkin

The director of the Fund
Of Spiritual revival of Donbass “Svyatogorye”

O. Kravchenko